Welcome To Holton Gun & Bow Club 2018!
This year we are turning over a new leaf and will be scheduling some new & different types of shoots. No longer will our club shoots
consist of a single shot, possibly two and then the event is over.
Our first Sunday of the month will continue to be a 15 Egg Shoot where you can use either a 22LR or a 17Caliber. You can shoot
both calibers if you want for $5.00 each caliber. Payouts will be by caliber and the number of places paid will depend on the
number of participants. The targets are actual eggs at 100 yards. Five sight in shots are allowed.
On the third Sunday of the month the target will be 5 Eggs on a Paper Target for Score. Again the entry will be $5.00 per gun per
yardage. Yardages will be 75, 100 and 200 yards. Shoot one or all yardages. Five sight in shots are allowed. Payouts will depend on the number of
participants per yardage. We may at some point try this with multiple rounds with a winner per round plus an overall winner.
The entry fee for the multiple rounds would be reduced.
The fourth Sunday of the month the targets will be assorted and the yardages will be 75 or 100 or 200 yards, or a mix of all three yardages. You could be
shooting at Paint Balls, Jaw Breakers, Paper Targets, Golf Ball, Balloons, Eggs, Metal Sillouettes…..whatever we can find to
keep you challenged! Bring plenty of shells.
We will be scheduling some Saturday Shoots. One of our favorites is a 10 Critter Shoot. If you haven't tried it you should
because it's really challenging. 75, 100, 200 yardages, 22LR, 17's and Centerfires, same fees, same payouts.
We'll also be doing a 5 Egg Tri-Athalon in June. That will consist of a 50 Yard Open Site for RimFires, a 100 Yard 22LR or 17
caliber and a 200 Yard Centerfire.
We'll be adding more 50 yard open sight shoots as well as more 200 and 300 yard centerfire shoots. We'd like your input
as to what you like or what you'd like to try. We are very open to suggestions. If you are into pistols and would like to see about
doing some competitive shooting in that area we're open to suggestions. We have a pistol range for use.
We look forward to seeing you at the club trying one of our new shoots!

